Inderscience: Copyright and Author Rights and
Responsibilities
Inderscience is wholly committed to the highest standards of publishing, founded on rigorous
double-blind peer review. In all that we do, we work to ensure the widest possible access to the
Articles that we publish, to enhance the reputation of the Author, the Journal, its Editor and
Editorial Board, and the value that we add as Publisher in both printed and online form.
In order that we can do this properly and professionally, we ask Authors of Articles accepted for publication
to sign our Author Copyright Agreement assigning (or transferring) copyright to Inderscience.
The transfer of copyright is standard practice in journal publishing. This enables us, as the
Publisher, to negotiate subsidiary licences to database aggregators and document supply
companies, and allows permissions to reproduce Articles in books, course packs, electronic
reserve or for library loan to be handled efficiently and with sensitivity to changing library and
reader needs.
This relieves Authors of a time-consuming and costly administrative burden. It also enable us to
defend and enforce Authors’ rights against plagiarism, copyright infringement, unauthorised use
and, most important for Authors’ professional reputation, breach of Authors’ moral rights.
What rights do Authors retain?
There is often confusion about what rights Authors retain after assigning copyright to us. When
copyright is assigned to Inderscience, you can continue to enjoy the following rights:
1. Patent and trademark rights.
2. The right to be identified as the Author (i.e. you assert your moral rights under copyright
law).
After publication, you have the right to use your Article in the following ways:
3. Posting the Author's Original* on your personal or departmental web pages and/or institutional
repositories and/or subject repositories without embargo and sharing it as much as desired. For open
[freely available] repositories, if the manuscript was funded by either RCUK or the Wellcome Trust,
use the CC BY: Creative Commons Attribution-NoDerivs 4.0. Otherwise, follow the licensing
restrictions applied to all material copyrighted by Inderscience*;
4. Accepted Manuscript*
a) Internally sharing the Accepted Manuscript within your research collaboration groups
only, at any point after publication
b) Posting the Accepted Manuscript on institutional repositories and/or subject
repositories, subject to an embargo of 12 months after publication (Green Open
Access)
c) Posting the Accepted Manuscript on academic social networks or social media, subject
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to an embargo of 24 months after publication (Green Open Access)
Note for Authors of Articles funded by Research Councils UK (RCUK) and Wellcome Trust
and other governmental organisations: If you are required to deposit your accepted manuscript
into your institutional repository within 90 days of acceptance and our embargo period is
longer than that permitted by your funder, please choose Gold Open Access. If this is not
possible for you, please speak to your institution about applying for an exception to HEFCE's
Research Excellence Framework policy.
5. Posting the Version of Record* to a subject-based repository such as PubMed Central only in cases
where a funding agency providing the grant for the research on which the Article is based requires
this of ypu, upon condition that it shall not be accessible until after six months from Inderscience's
publication date. The PDF of the VoR should not be posted anywhere else unless it has been
published as Open Access. This also applies to any Author who has published with Inderscience in
the past.
6. Using the Article in further research and in courses that you are teaching.
7. Incorporating the Article content in other works of which you are the Author.
Versions of a paper defined as







Author's Original = Author's manuscript prior to peer review 
Accepted Manuscript = Accepted version of Author's manuscript 
Proof = Author's version of corrected accepted version 
Version of Record = Publisher's version of finished Article 

In the case of 3 to 7 above, these rights are intended to help you in your academic and professional
work, and are subject to two conditions:
a. These rights may not be used for commercial purposes; and
b. Acknowledgement in the form of a full citation must be given to the Journal as the
original source of publication, together with a link to the Journal web page and/or DOI
as soon as they are available.
You must obtain written permission beforehand from Inderscience for the following:
1. Copies of your Article in a course pack for onward commercial sale by a third party.
2. Except as specifically provided above, distribution in print or electronic form by any third
party such as the convenor of a conference, database aggregator, website, blog or listserv;
3. Any other commercial use.
What happens when the Author does not own copyright in the Article?
If you have written the Article in the course of your employment, your employer may consider that it
owns the copyright and is considered the legal Author. This is often referred to as ‘Work for
Hire’. In such cases, your employer should sign the Author Copyright Agreement. This does NOT apply to

faculty and researchers working in a university and submitting the Article as a normal part of
research activity.
If you are a government employee, the following applies:
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1. If you are a UK, Canadian or Australian Government employee
Crown Copyright applies to your Article, and it should be cleared for publication by your Head
of Department. This applies in the UK, Australia, Canada, New Zealand and eleven other
Commonwealth countries. For full information, see the Office of Public Sector Information
guidelines: http://www.opsi.gov.uk/advice/crown-copyright/copyright-guidance/publication-ofarticles-written-by-ministers-and-civil-servants

2. If you are an officer or employee of the US Government
An Article prepared by an officer or employee of the US Federal Government does not enjoy
copyright protection under US law; it is ‘non-copyright’, so there is no copyright to transfer.

It is your responsibility to make the necessary enquiries and provide Inderscience with any
form of words that is required for publication. Please note that this applies only to Federal,
and not to state or local government employees.
If your research has been funded by a grant from a research funding agency, the funding grant may
have had conditions attached to it that affect the transfer of copyright to Inderscience, or require you to
post you Article to a repository. It is your responsibility to advise Inderscience of any such conditions
and provide any documentation that may be required before publication.
What are the Author’s responsibilities?
You are making legal undertakings about your Article. It is the Author’s responsibility to ensure and warrant
that:
1. The Article that you submit must be original work and must not have been published before
or submitted elsewhere for publication.
2. It must not contain any material that is obscene, libellous, in breach of any person’s
copyright or other rights, in breach of any right of privacy, or in any other way unlawful.

3. Written permission must have been obtained in advance from any copyright owner for
the use in print and electronic form of any material (e.g. text, figures, tables, illustrations
or graphics) that does not belong to the Author.
What happens if there is more than one Author?
All Authors should sign the Author Copyright Agreement, either on the same Author Copyright Agreement
form, or on separate forms if necessary. However, if it is not possible to obtain a physical signature from
each and every Author, the Author submitting the Article (usually the ‘Corresponding Author) must have
the other Authors’ written agreement to enable him/her to enter into the Author Copyright
Agreement on their behalf.
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